INTER COLLEGIATE CRICKET MEN REMAINING PROGRAMM 2019-2020

01) Winner of B Zone v/s. Winner B-1 Zone 20.02.2020 9.00 a.m.
   A.G. College, Nagpur   J. M. Patel Bhandara
   (VENUE: TAYWADE COLLEGE, KORADI)

02) Winner of C Zone v/s. Winner C-1 Zone 20.02.2020 9.00 a.m.
   R.S. Bidkar Hingnaghat   Hislop College, Nagpur
   (VENUE: DHANWATE NATIONAL COLLEGE VASANTNAGAR GROUND, NAGPUR)

03) Winner of D Zone v/s. Winner D-1 Zone 20.02.2020 9.00 a.m.
   J.C. P. E. Nagpur   Anjuman Engg., Nagpur
   (VENUE: JYOTIBA COLLEGE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NAGPUR)

-------

SEMI-FINAL

DATE: 21.02.2020

1ST Semi-Final
Winner of A Zone v/s. Winner of C Zone 21.02.2020 9.00 a.m.
(VENUE: DHANWATE NATIONAL COLLEGE VASANTNAGAR GROUND, NAGPUR)

2nd Semi-Final
Winner of B Zone v/s. Winner of D Zone 21.02.2020 9.00 a.m.
(VENUE: JYOTIBA COLLEGE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NAGPUR)

THIRD PLACE MATCH

DATE: 22.02.2020

Loser of 1st Semifinal v/s. Loser of 2nd Semifinal 22.02.2020 9.00 a.m.
(VENUE: JYOTIBA COLLEGE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NAGPUR)

FINAL
Winner of 1st Semifinal v/s. Winner of 2nd Semifinal 22.02.2020 9.00 a.m.
(VENUE: DHANWATE NATIONAL COLLEGE VASANTNAGAR GROUND, NAGPUR)

COPY TO:
01. The Principals of all participation college for information.
02. Dr. Sunil Bhotmange, Dr. D. C. Wankhede, Dr. S. R. Tiwari. Kindly submit the
    accounts and details of remuneration to be paid to the Referee / Officials with 7 days
    from the conclusion of the championships
03. The Principal, Taywade College, Koradi for information.
04. The Principal, Dhanwate National College, Nagpur for information.
05. The Principal, Jyotiba College of Physical Education, Nagpur for information.
06. The Editors of all LOCAL NEWS PAPER for information and wide publicity in their
    esteemed papers.

(Dr. Sharad B. Suryawanshi)
Director
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Nagpur University, Nagpur